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Lollipop Contests
Enter below to win some cool from stuff from Lollipop and our sponsors! 
Want to promote your band/company with a Lollipop Contest? Contact Scott to set it up. 

Click here for Free Show Tickets 

Five Horse Johnson 
The Mystery Spot (Small 
Stone) 

After ten years, six albums, 
and one stroke, Five Horse 
Johnson is showing no sign 
of slowing down. The 
Mystery Spot, the Ohio 
band's latest, features Clutch's JP Gaster on drums 
and a whole lot of boogie rock everywhere else. 
Summertime is good drinkin’ time, and these boys 
provide the soundtrack. 

Contest item provided by Small Stone Records 

Quiet Riot 
Live! In The 21st Century: 
20 Years Of Metal Health 
(MVD) 

This special two pack set 
includes a DVD concert 
program packed with 
loads of bonus stuff as 
well as a separate bonus 
CD. Bonus footage 
includes the band in the 
studio back in the '80s, 
their very first music video from 1979 and a tribute 
to Randy Rhoads. Tracks include "Metal Health 
(Bang Your Head)," "Cum On Feel The Noize," 
"Mama We're All Crazy Now," and many more. 
Directed by Jack Sawyers. 

Contest item provided by Music Video Distributors

Blind Guardian 
A Twist In The Myth 
(Nuclear Blast) 

Germany's Blind Guardian - 
the world's best-loved 
power metal band - returns 
after four years of silence 
with the "Fly" single off their 
latest release, A Twist In The Myth. Marking the 
debut of new drummer Frederik Ehmke, Blind 
Guardian will be bringing their dynamic and epic 
heaviness to North America beginning in November, 
2006.  

Contest item provided by Nuclear Blast Records 

Turn Me On Dead Man 
Technicolour Mother 
(Alternative Tentacles) 

Frontman and songwriter 
Mykill Ziggy whipped the 
team into service of a 
fuller, deeper psych rock 
sound spanning reference 
points from Bowie and Bolan to Smashing 
Pumpkins hooks and Melvins' heaviosity. 
"Heavydelic" pioneers since 2000, Turn Me On 
Dead Man plays heavy crush bliss rock breaking 
the sound barrier on their own private Lear jet 
headed straight to hell.  

Contest item provided by Alternative Tentacles 

Die Hunns 
You Rot Me (Volcom) 

Combining a slew of rock 'n' 
roll, r&b and punk rock 
influences from the '60s to 
present date into highly 
memorable, hook-laden, 
well-crafted songs with 
alternating female and male lead vocals and a 
plenty of rock n roll swagger; think Lou Reed's 
Transformer played by The Stooges and produced 
by Marc Bolan and then you are beginning to get the 
idea. 

Contest item provided by Volcom 

Throttlerod 
Nail (Small Stone) 

The great thing about 
Throttlerod is that they 
refuse to let themselves 
be pigeonholed. They've 
written the Great 
American Rock once, so 
with Nail they opted for a new, heavier direction. 
The greater thing about Throttlerod is that they 
continue to write impressive songs. And the 
greatest thing about thing about Throttlerod is that 
they show no sign of slowing down. 

Contest item provided by Small Stone Records 

Deicide 
The Stench of Redemption 

Dixie Witch 
Smoke and Mirrors (Small 
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